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These release notes contain information regarding new functionalities, behaviors, changes, and

other new experiences you should expect when using this latest version of the product.

Legend
Enhancement: A new feature created to expand the capabilities of the

TrackIt Web Console and increase its overall benefit for end users.

Correction: A change intended to remove unexpected behaviors in the

TrackIt Web Console and improve the overall end user experience.

Process Steps: Step-by-step instructions intended to complete a task
associated with the enhancement or correction.

Information: General information needed to understand the context,
behaviors, and restrictions associated with new enhancements and

corrections.
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Enhancements
The following items are newly-implemented features intended to increase end-user productivity

throughout TrackIt.

Minimum slump adjusted for Probe Setup (TX-2094)

COMMANDassurance calculations for minimum slump have been adjusted to accommodate a

slump as low as 1.5 in. (3.81 cm). Thisminimum is based on the probe's current capabilities and can

be configured in the probe calibration table. Calibration tables aremaintained in the TrackIt Web

Console viaProbe Setup. Previously, theminimum slump accommodated was 2 in. (5.08 cm).

Improved logic for Out of Tolerance alerts (NFS-1082)

Out of toleranceAlerts for COMMANDassurance will now only trigger when three consecutive

readings from the probe are out of tolerance. Previously, the Temperature Out of Tolerance Alert
andSlump Out of Tolerance Alertwould trigger when even one reading from the probe indicated

an out of tolerance value. However, a single out of tolerance reading could occur due to a sudden

vehicle stop, bumps in the road, etc. The new logic will eliminate false positive alerts from single

occurrences and increase the reliability of the probe alerts.

Out of Tolerance alert emails improved (NFS-1081)

The emails for the Temperature Out of Tolerance Alert, Slump Out of Tolerance Alert, and
Max Water Allowed Exceeded Alertwill now includemore information about the alerts. The

emails will include how far out of tolerance the readings are and additional details about the

corresponding job, customer, and ticket.
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Corrections
The following tickets are improvements upon unexpected user experiences for amore fluid and

productive experience throughout TrackIt.

Batch Slump report displays Probe

Failure with minor warning

(NFS-1166)

Corrected behavior:

The Probe Failure iconswill now show on theBatch Slump report when probe failure occurs.
Minor warning codeswill be ignored since these do not prevent COMMANDassurance from

obtaining a slump reading.

Previous behavior:

The Probe Failure icons on the Batch Slump report would be triggered when any kind of diagnostic

code was reported by the probe. This caused the icon to show even when aminor warning was

reported.
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